A second order turbulence closure is used to calculate the turbulent flow in a swirling axisymmetric momentumless wake. The solutions are compared with recent experimental and numerical data. Simulations corresponding to the component flows (i.e. bare body wake and jet) are also performed with the same turbulence closure. The comparisons with other experimental and numerical data reveal that the predictions of the model for the axisymmetric jet are quite good although larger discrepancies exist for the Reynolds stress tensor for both axisymmetric wake and zero-momentum wake. = velocity deficit
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I. Introduction
He wake of a body is characterized by a momentum deficit and many past studies have characterized the development and decay of the mean and turbulence velocity and length scales representative of such flows. The wake of a three-dimensional body driven by a propeller or a jet, with appendages and controls in operation, is easily among the most complex of shear flows. There are very few detailed analytical or numerical studies, or experimental measurements, in the swirling wake of self-propelled bodies because they present a challenge to modeling as well as instrumentation.
Wakes with zero momentum excess are characteristic of self-propelled movement, where the body drag is cancelled by the thrust provided by the means of propulsion, generally a jet or a propeller. The study of such wakes is hindered by the limited experimental data available. This is especially the case, as mentioned by a number of experimental and theoretical studies, when noting that these flows are highly influenced by various conditions of the experiments, such as turbulence level at the inlet or possible small deviations from zero momentum. The plane momentumless wake (i.e. Cimbala and Park 1 , Park and Cimbala 2 , etc.) has however received more attention in the past than the axisymmetric momentumless wake. The studies of Ridjanovic 3 , Wang 4 , Naudascher 5 , in the wake of a circular disk with a jet at its center concluded that the far wake resembles decaying homogeneous turbulence. The study of Higuchi and Kubota 6 was concerned with the wake of a thin circular tube interacting with a jet adjusted to produce a zero net axial momentum. The studies of Schetz and Jakubowski 7 , Ferry and Piquet 8 , Faure 9 , Hyun and Patel 10 and Sirviente and Patel 11, 12 are among the few experimental studies on axisymmetric zero momentum wakes of streamlined axisymmetric bodies self-propelled with jets or propellers. Other studies (such as the one by Kostomakha and Lesnova
13
) were conducted to experimentally measure the turbulent swirling wake behind a sphere with complete and partial drag compensation. A few experimental studies concerning momentumless wakes in stratified flows exist in the literature, such as Schooley and Stewart 14 , Gilreath and Brandt 15 and Chernykh et al. 16 among others. Similarity studies have been conducted for axisymmetric momentumless wakes in the past [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . The results from them seem to depend strongly on the turbulence model employed in the analysis. A summary of the results of the various studies can be found in Sirviente and Patel 11 . Few attempts at numerically modeling this type of flows can be found in the literature such as the studies of Chernykh et al. 22 of a swirling momentumless turbulent wake, Chernykh and Voropayeva 23 where the evolution of a zero momentum wake in a linearly stratified fluid was carried out by using a hierarchy of the second order mathematical model. It was concluded that a satisfactory agreement with experimental data can be obtained when differential transport equations for normal and one of the tangential Reynolds stresses is used along with non-equilibrium algebraic relations for other tangential stresses.
This paper reports on the numerical simulation of the wake of a body of revolution at zero incidence, with a propeller in operation. It documents the development of the momentumless wake corresponding to the experimental study of Hyun and Patel 10 . The numerical method employed solves the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for an incompressible fluid in generalized curvilinear coordinates and a second order turbulence closure is used. The performance of the turbulence model is evaluated in this study by first comparing its results to those reported by Chernykh et al. for a swirling momentumless wake computed with a second order closure that combined differential transport equations with algebraic expressions for the normal and Reynolds stresses. Their comparisons to experimental data indicated very good agreement. Secondly comparisons of the numerical simulation corresponding to the database of Hyun and Patel are performed and the results compared with some numerical simulations of the same flow performed by Stern et al. 24 using a model. The self-propelled wake can be viewed in a very simplistic manner as the combination of two distinct shear layers (i.e. boundary layer and propeller or jet flow). The performance of the second order closure is assessed by numerically simulating the wake corresponding to the same body used in the swirling axisymmetric zero momentum wake of Hyun and Patel but without the propeller. The experimental data corresponding to the bare body condition is used for comparisons. Finally simulations of a fully submerged circular jet are also conduced and the results compared to past experimental data. The purpose of this study is two fold. First to numerically investigate the mometnumless axisymmetric wake of a propeller-driven body with a second order closure. Secondly this study aims at assessing the results obtained from the simulations of various canonical flows (i.e. axisymmetric momentumless wake, axisymmetric wake and jet) by using the same second order turbulent closure in all cases.
II. Numerical Methods
The method used solves the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations in generalized curvilinear coordinates. The velocity components are however expressed in Cartesian coordinates, following a partial transformation approach. The governing equations are discretized in space on a non-staggered grid using second order approximations. The convective terms in the momentum equations are discretized by using second-order accurate upwind differencing, while the pressure gradient and viscous terms in the momentum equations and the divergence operator in the continuity equation make use of second order accurate central finite differencing. A discrete pressure-Poisson equation is used to enforce the incompressibility constraint. The formulation of Sotiropoulos and Abdallah 25 , designed to avoid the odd-even decoupling implicit on non-staggered grids, was used. The discrete momentum equations are integrated in time to steady state by using a four-stage explicit RungeKutta scheme. The pressure-velocity equation is solved using the alternate-direction-implicit (ADI) approximate factorization method to accelerate its convergence, and the Thomas algorithm. Consequently the pressure-Poisson equation is transformed into a diffusion-like evolution equation. Convergence acceleration techniques, such as local time stepping and implicit residual smoothing, are used to enhance the error damping properties of the time marching procedure. This numerical methodology has been tested for a wide range of laminar flows and turbulent flows with various turbulence closures [26] [27] [28] . The comparisons of the computed solutions with other numerical results and experimental data demonstrated its ability to simulate those flows with great accuracy.
In this study a second order turbulence closure is used. The Cartesian components of the Reynolds stress tensor, j i u u , are solved at the same nodes where the velocity vector is solved at. The transport equations for the Reynolds stresses and the -equation can be written in generalized curvilinear coordinates, k where J is the Jacobian of the geometric transformation, as follows:
where V k are the contravariant components of the mean velocity, while U k are the mean Cartesian velocity components and is the kinematic viscosity. The first and second terms in the right hand side of equation (1) represent the production by mean shear P ij and the viscous diffusion respectively and can be computed exactly without modeling. The third term in the right hand side of (1) represents the Reynolds stress turbulent diffusion and is modeled using Hanjalic and Launder 29 approach. The last term in the right hand side of equation (1) represents the pressure-strain correlation term and is modeled according to the Launder and Shima 30 proposal. In equation (1) C s is a model constant, C 1 and C 2 are functions of the second and third anisotropy tensor invariants, ij is Kronecher's delta, P is the production of turbulence kinetic energy, k, is the dissipation rate of turbulence energy and the local isotropy assumption is followed to compute the rate of dissipation tensor. C , C 1 and C 2 are model constants in equation (2) .
The latter equations (1) and (2) are discretized in space and integrated in time following a similar procedure to that indicated earlier for the momentum equations. That is a second-order upwind finite differencing scheme is used for the convective terms and second-order accurate central finite differences are used for the rest of the terms. A four-stage Runge-Kutta method is also used to advance the discrete equations in time. In this study the model constants of equations (1) and (2) were C 1 =1.8, C 2 =0.6, Cs=0.22, C =0.18, C 1 =1.45, and C 2 =1.90.
A. Computational Grid and Boundary Conditions
In this study the computational domain corresponding to the axisymmetric bare body wake and the axisymmetric momentumless wakes extends 9.38 body lengths downstream and 1.34 body lenghts in the transverse direction. The numerical grid consists of 55×80×8 grid nodes in the axial, radial and circumferential directions respectively. The grid lines are stretched from the inlet downstream and from the centerline toward the outer boundary by using a hyperbolic tangent stretching function. The computational domain corresponding to the circular jet extends 150 jet diameters downstream and 100 jet diameters in the transverse direction. The numerical grid also consists of 60×70×8 grid nodes in the axial, radial and circumferential directions respectively. A similar stretching to that mentioned earlier for the wake grids was also used. A grid independence study was performed. The cross-section view of the grid is shown in Figure 1 . The boundary conditions were specified as follows. The inlet boundary condition for the axisymmetric wake and momentumless wake was located at x/L=1.00 and x/L=1.02 respectively, and the data taken from the experimental results of Hyun and Patel 10 . Inlet conditions are specified at x/D=3 for the circular jet and the data from the experimental study of Sami et al. 31 used. On the symmetry boundaries mirror-image reflection for the grid and the flow variables is used in all cases. The exit boundary condition is imposed in all cases by assuming zero streamwise diffusion and the outer boundary conditions assume free-stream recovery. The simulations presented in this study correspond to Reynolds numbers based on the body length and the free stream velocity of Re=1.55×10 6 for the axisymmetric wakes. The Reynolds number based on the jet diameter and the centerline velocity at the exit is Re=2.2×10 5 for the circular jet. The CFL number used in these computations is 1.2 and 1.5 for the Reynolds stress equations. In all cases the residuals, defined by the summation of differences between the current and the previous iterations, were reduced by at least four orders of magnitude.
III. Results and Discussion
This section is subdivided in three main parts. The first part corresponds to the simulations of an axisymmetric swirling momentumless wake and the corresponding comparisons with past simulations and experimental data. In order to assess the performance of the Reynolds stress closure used in this study, the last two parts of this section present simulations corresponding to an axisymmetric wake and a jet. Those flows can be viewed as component flows of the corresponding momentumless wake and hence the ability of the second order to predict the development of each of them seems critical.
A. Swirling Momentumless Wake
A self-propelled body is characterized by a balance between the thrust generated by the propulsion system (e.g. propeller, jet, etc.) and the drag generated by the body. The experimental results 13 corresponding to the axisymmetric zero-momentum turbulent wake behind a sphere are used first. A swirling jet issuing at the back of the sphere compensates the sphere's drag. These experiments were carried out in a low-turbulence closed wind tunnel. The test section was 4m long and 0.4m × 0.4m in cross section where a 25mm sphere with a special 6mm diameter nozzle built into the sphere to form a swirling jet was placed. The measurements were taken with single and crossed hot wire probes to measure the three velocity components as well as the six components of the Reynolds stress tensor. The experiments were carried out at a Reynolds number, Re, based on the sphere diameter and the free-stream velocity of 2.6×10 4 and various swirl numbers, S, defined as the ratio of tangential to axial momentum at the exit: The best agreement with the experimental data was found from the use of Model 5. Some of those numerical results are used for comparison with the numerical simulations performed in this study to validate the experimental data of Kostomakha and Lesnova (1995) , where the experimental data corresponding to x/D=20 was used as inlet profile. In all cases the sphere diameter and the free stream velocity are used as corresponding mean axial length and velocity scales.
The results corresponding to the velocity defect (i.e. maximum difference between the free-stream velocity and the axial mean velocity) and the tangential velocity components are shown in Figure 2 . In that figure the experimental data of Kostomakha and Lesnova (1995) To evaluate the ability of the used second order closure to simulate the evolution of the momentumless swirling wake, the decay of the axial and tangential velocity scales was computed and is shown in Figure 5 . Comparisons of the results obtained from the experimental study of Kostomakha et al. (1995) and two different numerical solutions (corresponding to models 2 and 5; refer to section II) of Chernykh et al. (1998) , as well as with other experimental results (Faure, 1995 and Schetz and Jakubowski, 1975) corresponding to axisymmetric momentumless wakes with different initial conditions, as well as Re and S numbers, are also shown in Figure 5 . a) b) Figure 5 . Evolution of wake velocity scales a) centerline velocity and b) maximum tangential velocity, corresponding to axisymmetric momentumless wakes
From Figure 5a it can be observed that within 10D regardless of the differences in the initial boundary conditions corresponding to each of the flows represented, the centerline velocity becomes within 3% of the free-stream velocity. The small-defect assumption that is conventionally made in classical similarity theory of wakes is met quite early by this canonical flow. The agreement of the numerical predictions among themselves and with the array of experimental results presented in Figure 5a is rather good. On the other hand the decay of the tangential velocity takes place at a comparatively much slower pace than that observed for the streamwise velocity scale. The evolution corresponding to the intensity and length scale of uu is plotted in Figure 6 , where the evolution of the maxima corresponding to the streamwise velocity fluctuations is presented. As the maximum value of uu occurs at the centerline, the corresponding length scale, r 1/2 , is taken as the radial distance where the value of the axial turbulence intensity falls to half of its maximum. The u' max takes place at the centerline up to x=1D. From approximately x=10D the decay of the streamwise velocity fluctuations seem to take place at a faster pace emphasized by the slope shown by the experimental data, as well as the numerical predictions. The evolution of the turbulence length scale seems to be well predicted by any of the simulations. a) b) Figure 6 . Evolution of the intensity scale of uu and corresponding turbulent length scale for axisymmetric momentumless wakes
The results of Hyun and Patel (1991) corresponding to a detailed experimental study of an axisymmetric body self-propelled by a three-blade propeller were compared with the experimental data of Sirviente and Patel (2000) . The latter data base correspond to the same body as that used by Hyun and Patel but self-propelled with a swirling jet instead for the same Re and S. Both cases were simulated with the present numerical approach and comparisons are shown for the evolution of the centerline velocity and the maximum tangential velocity in Figure Figure 7 indicates that the Reynolds stress closure performs better in the prediction of the evolution of the decay of the maximum tangential velocity than of the centerline velocity, which seems to be better predicted by the isotropic turbulence closure. Figure 7 . Comparison of the evolution of the wake velocity scales corresponding to the axisymmetric momentumless wake data of Hyun and Patel (1991) and Sirviente and Patel (2000) with the present simulation
The results presented in Figure 8 show in general a much better agreement of the present simulation than that corresponding to the model for both velocity and turbulence predictions. It should be noted that the radial velocity fluctuations are larger than the streamwise and tangential velocity fluctuations respectively by x/D p =1.87, while the trend has changed (u'>v'>w') by 7.12D p .
B. Wake of an Axisymmetric Body
The wake of an axisymmetric body is characterized by an axial momentum deficit which corresponds to the drag of the body. The data of Hyun and Patel (1991) also includes measurements of the three velocity components and the six Reynolds stresses of the wake of the axisymmetric body without the propeller, for the same Reynolds number as that employed for the zero-momentum wake measurements. The ability of the second order closure to properly predict the development of the wake of this bare hull was tested as well.
The comparisons of the velocity and turbulence profiles corresponding to x/D p =1.87 and 7.12 are presented in Figure 9 , along with the corresponding simulations performed by Stern et al. (1991) using a model. The results corresponding to the decay of the centerline velocity and of r 1/2 are shown in Figure 10 . From Figure 9 it can be observed a significant overprediction of the normal stresses in comparison to the turbulence kinetic energy obtained by the model employed by Stern et al. The latter computations were started over the body and extended into the wake. The present simulations on the other hand made use of the experimental data gathered in the near wake (x/Dp=0.3675) as inlet boundary condition. The evolution of the centerline velocity seems to be better predicted by the model, at least in the near wake. The results obtained from the present simulation were also compared with those calculated using the comercial software Fluent with a second order closure. The discrepancies obtained for the normal and Reynolds stresses in comparison to the experimental data of Hyun and Patel were comparable to those shown in Figure 9 . The impact of the inlet boundary condition used in this computation was not tested. That is assessment of the results obtained with the next available experimental profile was not done. The gradients in the near wake region are important and consequently the experimental errors associated with intrusive hot-wire anemometry are larger than in the far wake. The study of the effect of the inlet boundary condition deserves further investigation. 
The results corresponding to the decay of the centerline velocity and of r b, defined as the radial distance where the value of mean axial velocity is half of the difference between centerline and free stream velocity are shown in Figure 11 . The trends shown by the centerline velocity are clearly consistent with other experimental data. On the other hand the numerical results corresponding to r b initially agree with the experimental data of Sami et al. but there is not enough experimental data in the wake to perform a detail validation. The numerical data corresponding to rather weak swirling jets, also shown in the figure, indicates a different evolution for the non-swirling jet. The comparisons of the velocity and turbulence profiles corresponding to various steamwise locations are presented in Figure 12 , along with the experimental data of Sami et al. (1967) and Hussein et al. (1994) . Figure 12 indicates that the mean velocity becomes self-similar quite early by x/D=40, while the turbulence requires a longer streamwise distance to achieve self-similarity, at least 75D. The predictions of the normal and turbulent stresses are quite good in comparison to the experimental data. 
IV. Summary and Conclusions
A Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes solver in conjuction with a second order Reynolds stress closure was used to calculate the turbulent flow of a swirling axisymmetric momentumless wake. The computed results were compared with various experimental and numerical data bases. The same numerical model was also use to numerically simulate the so called component flows of the zero-momentum wake, that is the wake of the bare body and the jet like type of flow generated by the means of propulsion.
The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study: 1. The present computations reproduce, with remarkable accuracy, the evolution of the mean and turbulent characteristics corresponding to the axisymmetric jet flow studied as one of the component flows of the axisymmetric momentumless wake. 2. These numerical experiments showed that the simulations corresponding to the axisymmetric momentumless wake and wake of the bare body tend to overpredict the normal and Reynolds stresses in comparison with experimental data. The trends found in both computations were remarkably similar. This seems to indicate that the inability of the second order closure to accurately capture the correct evolution of the zero-momentum wake is linked to its performance in the simulation of the bare body wake. 3. One of the models employed by Chernykh et al. (1998) for the simulation of a swirling axisymmetric momentumless wake was able to produce better predictions than the present model for the normal stresses of the swirling axisymmetric momentumless wake.
